Training Intelligence Analysis
Jules®Exploring the future and event prediction. Truly possible.
Short description
At present intelligence organisations are strongly
required to deliver future scenario’s, more than ever.
Intelligence analysis should provide acceptable
predictions of criminal behaviour, terrorist and other
‘competitor’s’ plans in the future. This from a public
safety point of view.
In-pact acquired knowledge by research and projects
on behalf of special intelligence agencies. Discoveries
from that period finally urged In-pact, in cooperation
with several agencies, to develop the Intelligence
Analyse training Jules®. The primary goal of Jules® is
to skill intelligence analysts/officers in developing and
monitoring future scenario’s. Besides facts and events in the past and present, Jules® aims at event
predictions in the future by developing and monitoring future scenarios, including probability
monitoring.
In-pact is specialized in organizing and implementing process-oriented (intelligence) organisations
and gained great experience during client projects. Knowledge about intelligence and processmanagement, and gained experiences lead to the Generic Intelligence Process (GIP), applicable for
intelligence organisations. This generic process is the heart of Jules®, the basis for imperative
theories, methods and techniques. During the course realistic cases will be exercised group-wise
and individually.
For whom?
The Jules® course is meant for intelligence analysts/officers (preferably experienced with
intelligence analyses).
Content
The course contains the following topics:
 The Generic Intelligence Process (GIP)
 The intelligence production-chain
 Intelligence models
 Different approaches, methods, techniques and theories
 Text-analysis theory, tunnel-vision, intuition, creativity and profiling
 Developing and monitoring future scenario’s and probabilities
 The Jules® scenario model
The course alternates with theory and realistic cases.
Competencies
Participants of the course obtain the following competencies:
 Positioning of their own intelligence process activities related to the GIP process, using
obtained skills.
 Adding value to the intelligence production-chain.
 Delivering consistent intelligence product.
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Using different analysis methods and approaches.
Using different theories and models applicable for intelligence analysis.
Defining events on behalf of future scenarios.
Developing future scenarios in a creative way.
Valuing and monitoring probabilities.
Draw up intervention suggestions based on future scenarios.

Practical information
Duration:
5 days, optionally divided in two parts.
There is also a possibility to obtain a 1 day Masterclass of management.
Location:
At In-pact in De Bilt and at location is also possible.
Price:
For further information about the planning and costs of this course please contact In-pact.
In company-training prices depends on the number of participants and will be specified in consult
with the client.
Training level:
Intermediate/higher vocational education, equivalent education and/or experience.
Number of participants:
6 – 12
The course will be given by international certified trainers.
Further information
For further information please contact the backoffice.
Telephone: +3130 215 50 70
E-mail:
info@in-pact.nl



Course participant’s reviews
"Accurate training, interactive and pleasing."
(Frontex Warschau)

"Indeed, the course provides understanding, transparency and overview."
(Public Prosecutor)

"Intelligence starts by participating the Jules® training.”
(Chief Information, Royal Netherlands Marechaussee)

"Useful and applicable on a broad scale of subjects/topics, more than regular crime.”
(Public Prosecutor)

"When Jules Verne would still be alive, then he would still be writing future scenarios."
(nVWA-IOD)

“Jules® thinks out-of-the-box and opens a new world that describes possibilities of information
handling. Jules® provides participants with skills to perceive the world from different angles and
use data in various ways. The Jules® course is more than sufficient to let anyone within public
safety and intelligence agencies realize again that they have a big challenge for the future.
A challenge to meet the needs of necessary capabilities on behalf of reliable analysis. It makes
you a humble human being! Besides, the course emphasizes participants in a clear and sound
way how to recognize specific pitfalls in crime fighting and intelligence analyses, like distortion
and tunnel-vision. Jules® demonstrates the significance and danger of presumptions in
information processes.”
(Drs. D.J.N. Kemp, Executives Royal Netherlands Marechaussee)
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